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Abstract
Ab initio constant pressure molecular dynamics simulations within a generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) are carried out to study the structural phase transformation of ZnSe
under hydrostatic and nonhydrostatic conditions. ZnSe undergoes a first-order phase transition
from the zinc-blende structure to a rocksalt structure having practically identical transformation
mechanisms under hydrostatic and nonhydrostatic compressions. This phase transformation is
also analyzed using the enthalpy calculations. Our transition parameters and bulk properties are
comparable with experimental and theoretical data. Furthermore, the influence of pressure on
the electronic structure of ZnSe is investigated. It is found that the band gap energy increases
nonlinearly under both hydrostatic and nonhydrostatic conditions and the effect of stress
deviations on the band gap energy is small. The computed pressure coefficients and
deformation potential of the band gap are in good agreement with experiments.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

The pressure-induced phase transformations from fourfold-
coordinated to sixfold-coordinated structures in binary
semiconducting compounds are a fundamental topic in
condensed matter physics. Of particular interest are zinc-
blende (ZB)-type materials. The ZB to rocksalt (RS)
phase transition has been studied extensively for decades and
considerable information concerning this phase change has
been obtained.

Among ZB-type semiconductors, ZnSe is an important
material because of its application in the fabrication of blue
lasers. Its behavior under pressure has been a subject of
many experimental and theoretical studies [1–10]. With the
application of pressure, ZnSe transforms from the ZB structure
into a RS structure around 13 GPa [1, 2]. In contrast to these
studies, recent Raman experiments [3] reported the existence
of anomalies in the equation of state and in the TO and LO
Raman frequencies at 5 GPa (the TO and LO modes showed
a discontinuity at this pressure). Furthermore, the authors

found that ZB phase first transformed to a distorted RS state,
specifically a rhombohedral A7 type of structure with α =
59.4◦ at about 17 GPa, and then an ideal RS state above
47 GPa. Further compression yielded a phase transformation
into a simple hexagonal structure near 55 GPa. Lin et al
[4] also observed similar anomalies around 5.0 and 9 GPa.
The author found that the TO phonon splits into two peak
components around 5 GPa and it splits into two components
again near 9 GPa. The resulting structures at 5 and 9 GPa
could not be identified in that experiment but author suggested
that ZnSe might undergo a structural phase transformation
from the ZB through cinnabar and the orthorhombic (Cmcm)
to the RS structure at 4.7, 9.1, and 14.4 GPa, respectively,
similar to what has been observed for ZnTe. McMahon and
Nelmes [5], on the other hand, could not locate any anomalies
in these pressure regions. They found a continuous RS to
Cmcm phase transition near 30.0 GPa and suggested a further
distortion above 48.0 GPa. Recently Pellicer-Porres et al
[6] observed a cinnabar phase within the very small pressure
range 10.1–10.9 GPa upon slowly releasing the pressure from
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the RS phase. Kusaba and Kikegawa [7] showed that the
cinnabar phase forms below 100 ◦C while the RS crystal
directly transforms into the ZB structure above 300 ◦C.

The theoretical calculations based on density functional
calculations predicted the critical pressure for the ZB–RS
transition be about 11–15 GPa [8, 9], in good agreement with
the experimental observations. The RS crystal was found to
be stable up to 36 GPa and above this pressure it becomes
unstable against a Cmcm distortion [8]. These calculations
also predicted the existence of a fourfold-coordinated cinnabar-
type phase, intermediate between the ZB and RS phases in a
narrow pressure range [9, 10].

These extensive experimental and theoretical studies have
significantly improved our understanding of the solid–solid
phase transition in ZnSe. Yet the origin of the anomalies
reported in [3, 4] is still unknown, but might be related to the
sample properties, pressurizing techniques and the degree of
the hydrostatic compression.

In this paper, we explore the behavior of ZnSe under
hydrostatic and nonhydrostatic pressures using a constant
pressure ab initio molecular dynamics (MD) technique and
characterize the transformation mechanism of the ZB to RS
phase transition. Furthermore we investigate the influence of
hydrostatic and nonhydrostatic compressions on the electronic
properties of ZnSe.

2. Methodology

The calculations were performed with the SIESTA pack-
age [11]. The method is based on density functional the-
ory (DFT), adopting a localized linear combination of atomic
orbitals basis sets for the description of valence electrons
and norm-conserving nonlocal pseudopotentials for the atomic
core. The pseudopotential was constructed using the Troullier
and Martins scheme [12]. For the exchange–correlation energy
we used the generalized gradient approximation of Perdew,
Burke and Ernzerhof [13]. The double-ς plus polarized or-
bitals were employed. The real space grid was equivalent to
a plane wave cutoff energy of 150 Ryd. The convergence
with respect to the grid cutoff was carefully checked. Above
100 Ryd we found no variation in the energy and the structural
parameters. The simulation cell consists of 64 atoms with pe-
riodic boundary conditions. We used �-point sampling for the
Brillouin zone integration. The results were checked with four
special k-points but this made less than 2.0 meV difference in
the energy and no difference in the lattice parameters and the
atomic coordinates at zero pressure. The MD simulations were
performed using the N P H (constant number of atoms, con-
stant pressure, and constant enthalpy) ensemble. The reason
for choosing this ensemble is to remove the thermal fluctuation,
which facilitates easier examination of the structure during the
phase transformation. Pressure was applied via the method of
Parrinello and Rahman [14] and the structure is equilibrated
with a period of 1000 time steps (each time step is one fem-
tosecond (fs)) at each applied pressure. We also used the power
quenching technique during the MD simulations. In this tech-
nique, each velocity component is quenched individually. At

Figure 1. The energy curve as a function of volume for the ZB and
RS structured ZnSe.

each time step, if the force and velocity components have op-
posite sign, the velocity component is set equal to zero. All
atoms or supercell velocities (for cell shape optimizations) are
then allowed to accelerate at the next time step. 10 Ryd fs2 fic-
titious Parrinello–Rahman mass in the unit of real moment of
inertia was found to be suitable for this system.

For the energy–volume calculations, we considered the
unit cells for both ZB and RS structures to reduce the
computational effort. In order to sample the Brillouin zone,
a set of 256 Monkhorst–Pack [15] special k-points were used.
The both structures were optimized at several volumes and then
their enthalpies at zero temperature were calculated.

3. Enthalpy calculations

First we perform calculations to determine the equilibrium
parameters of the ZB and RS phases of ZnSe. The unit
cell of these structures is relaxed at zero pressure using
the variable cell optimization technique. We obtain the
lattice constants of the ZB and RS crystals as 5.68 Å and
5.33 Å, respectively. These values are slightly larger than the
experimental results of 5.667 Å (for ZB) and 5.299 Å (for
RS) [2] and theoretical results of 5.54–5.66 Å for the ZB phase
and of 5.17–5.26 Å for the RS phase calculated using local
density approximations [8–10] but they are less than 5.82 Å
(ZB) and 5.426 Å (RS) computed using a GGA [8].

In the second step, we study the total energy of these
structures as a function of volume and fit the energy–volume
data to the third-order Birch–Murnaghan equation of state.
The computed total energy per atom as a function of volume
is shown in figure 1. From the data, we obtain the pressure
P = −dEtot/dV and the static enthalpy H = Etot + PV of the
ZB and RS phases. Since at the phase transition, the two phases
have the same enthalpy, the transition pressure is determined
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Figure 2. The computed enthalpy curve of the RS and ZB structures.
The curves cross around 10.8 GPa, indicating a phase transition from
the RS to the ZB structure.

by equating the enthalpies of the two phases. Figure 2 shows
the computed enthalpy curve of the ZB and RS states of ZnSe
as a function of pressure. As can be seen from the figure, the
ZB to RS phase transition occurs at 10.8 GPa, comparable with
the experimental value of about 13 GPa [1, 2, 5] and theoretical
values of 11–15 GPa [8, 9].

One important property of a material is its bulk modulus
(B0) that can be considered as a fundamental property
for determining its stiffness. From the third-order Birch–
Murnaghan equation of state, the bulk modulus (B0) and
its pressure derivative (B ′

0) for the ZB phase are predicted
to be 74 GPa and 4.79, respectively. These results agree
well with both experimental values of 69.3 GPa [2] and
67 ± 3 GPa [3] and the theoretical values of 62–81 GPa
and 3.81–4.36 [8–10]. For the RS phase, B0 and B ′

0 are
98.93 GPa and 3.65, respectively, which are again comparable
with 104 GPa (experimental) [2] and 74–92 GPa and 3.47–5.4
(theoretical) [8, 10].

These results demonstrate that the parameters used in the
simulation produce satisfactory transition parameters and bulk
properties and thus they can be used to explore the pressure-
induced phase transition of ZnSe using constant pressure
simulations.

4. Dynamical simulation

Figure 3 shows the pressure–volume curve of ZnSe obtained
in the dynamical simulation. The volume monotonically
decreases up to 50 GPa and at this pressure it shows a
significant drop, which is compatible with the first-order phase
transition. At 50.0 GPa, ZnSe transforms into a RS state as
shown in figure 4. This observation clearly indicates that the
ab initio technique successfully reproduces the high pressure

Figure 3. The pressure–volume curve of ZnSe as a function of
pressure from the Parrinello–Rahman simulation.

phase of ZnSe in the dynamical approach as well. Yet, the
transition pressure between 40.0 and 50.0 GPa predicted in the
simulation is significantly larger than the experimental value of
13.0 GPa. When the particular conditions such as the use of the
perfect structure, the size of the simulated structure, timescale
of simulations etc are considered, such a tendency is generally
expected [16, 17]. This behavior is analogous to superheating
in MD simulations. Of course, such a high critical pressure
produces transformation parameters that cannot be comparable
with those of experiments or enthalpy calculations.

Since an understanding of the transformation procedure
is very important to control structural phase transitions, we
next analyze the modification of the simulation cell to obtain
an atomistic level of understanding of the ZB to RS phase
change in ZnSe. The variation of the simulation cell lengths
and angles at 50.0 GPa as a function of the MD time step is
shown in figure 5. The simulation cell is initially oriented
such that its lattice vectors A, B, and C are along the [100],
[010] and [001] directions, respectively. The magnitude
of these vectors is plotted in the figure. Accordingly, the
simulation cell first undergoes a tetragonal distortion with a
simultaneous expansion along [100] and [001] directions and
a contraction along the [010] direction and then the structure
experiences a shear deformation. The β-angle between A
and C changes gradually from 90◦ to about 110◦ while other
angles remain unchanged up to about 900 MD steps and
then slightly deviate from 90◦. These small angle deviations
result into a slightly distorted RS state. Consequently, the
cubic → tetragonal → monoclinic modification occurs during
the phase transformation of ZnSe, similar to that found in SiC
using both ab initio [18] and classical MD simulations [19],
in ZnS [20], and in a model ionic system studied using MD
simulations [21].

During the phase transformation, we can easily trace the
symmetry change using the KPLOT program. We use 0.2 Å,
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(a) (b)

Figure 4. The RS phase formed at 50 GPa in the Parrinello–Rahman simulation. Viewed along (a) [100], (b) [001] directions of the
ZB structure.
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Figure 5. The time evolution of the simulation cell lengths and
angles at 50 GPa. The angle between A and B vectors is α, the angle
between A and C vectors is β, and the angle between B and C is γ .

4◦, and 0.7 Å tolerances for bond lengths, bond angles and
interplanar spacing, respectively, for the symmetry analysis.
At 153 fs the tetragonal distortion begins and a tetragonal
unit cell having space group I 4̄m2 is formed. Its lattice
parameters are a = b = 4.177 Å, and c = 3.537 Å at
218 fs. This phase is still fourfold coordinated with a bond
length of about 2.26 Å and the angles between atoms are
134◦ and 98◦. The tetragonal modification causes the Zn and
Se atoms to shift against each other along the compressed
direction and the opening and closing the tetragonal angles.

With the monoclinic modification of the simulation cell, the
angles gradually tend toward 90◦ and 180◦. The opening of the
tetrahedron leads to channels for the neighboring atoms to form
a sixfold-coordinated structure. The monoclinic modification
leads to the formation of an orthorhombic state within Imm2
symmetry when the β-angle is about 96◦. The unit cell
constants of this orthorhombic phase are a = 4.413 Å,
b = 3.90 Å and c = 3.55 Å. When the β-angle reaches a
value of about 107◦, the angles are considerably opened (about
173◦) and the neighboring atoms are close enough to form a
distorted sixfold-coordinated state in which each atom has four
neighbors at a distance of about 2.36 Å and two neighbors
at 2.61 Å. At later time steps, almost an ideal RS state with
a lattice parameter of 4.87 Å is gradually shaped due to the
further relaxation of the structure. The lattice constant of this
RS structure, as expected, is considerably smaller than the
experimental value of 5.299 Å [2], which is indeed related to
the overpressurization of the simulation box.

Although the ZB to RS phase transition is successfully
observed in the constant pressure simulation, several factors
such as finite size artifacts, overestimated transition pressures,
loading conditions (timescale) in the simulations might
artificially favor the cubic → tetragonal → monoclinic
mechanism.

5. Nonhydrostatic compressions

As pointed out above, experiments [3, 4] reported the existence
of anomalies around 5 and 9.0 GPa. These behaviors might
be an artifact of nonhydrostatic compressions because the
degree of the hydrostaticity in experiments is determined
by the efficiency of the pressure-transmitting medium. At
high pressures, the pressure-transmitting medium solidifies
resulting in strong nonhydrostatic effects. Even in the
low pressure regime, pressure in the diamond anvil cell is
not exactly hydrostatic. In order to study the influence
of the degree of the hydrostatic compression on the phase
transformation of ZnSe, we consider two nonhydrostatic
conditions and label them as Case I (σxx = 0.95P , σyy = 0.9P
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Figure 6. The time evolution of the simulation cell lengths and
angles for the nonhydrostatic compressions at the transition pressure
of 40 GPa (Case I) and 30 GPa (Case II). The angle between A and B
vectors is α, the angle between A and C vectors is β, and the angle
between B and C vectors is γ .

and σzz = P , where P is the applied external pressure and
σxx , σyy and σzz are the diagonal components of the stress
tensor) and Case II (σxx = 0.9P , σyy = 0.9P and σzz =
P). The volume change under these loading conditions is
represented in figure 3. The phase transformation occurs at
40 GPa and 30 GPa for Case I and Case II, respectively. As
expected the critical pressure is notably reduced as the stress
deviation is increased. For both cases, however, we find no
indication of a new phase transformation in ZnSe and instead
the ZB structure converts into a RS state. Note that ZnSe
transforms into a more open RS state under nonhydrostatic
compressions. Furthermore, although the nonhydrostatic
compressions break the symmetry of the system before the
phase transitions occur, the mechanism obtained in these
nonhydrostatic environments (see figure 6) occurs in two stages
and is unexpectedly similar to what has been determined in the
perfect hydrostatic condition. Therefore, we conclude that the
ZB to RS transition pathway of ZnSe is independent of the
degree of nonhydrostatic conditions (up to 10% deviations) in
the simulations.

These observations suggest that the anomalies reported
in [3] and [4] are not associated with the nonhydrostatic
compressions but we cannot definitely conclude that this is true
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because of the limitations mentioned above, in the simulations.
These limitations might favor the formation of a RS state even
under nonhydrostatic conditions with a similar transformation
mechanism. Furthermore, in stark contrast to experimental
findings, the simulated structure does not have any defect and
such an ideal state might suppress anomalies and produce
a similar transformation pathway under both hydrostatic and
nonhydrostatic compressions. It might be possible that these
anomalies are not associated with the degree of hydrostatic
condition alone but with defects or the correlation between
defects and nonhydrostatic compressions. Therefore, further
studies are desirable, to better understand the roles of the
stress deviations, defects, and their correlations on phase
transformations.

6. Electronic structure

We finally investigate the influence of the hydrostatic and
nonhydrostatic compressions on the electronic structure of
ZnSe. The pressure–band gap relations are illustrated in
figure 7 in which the lines correspond to a least squares fit of a
second-order polynomial. At zero pressure, the GGA band gap
is predicted at about 1.98 eV. As expected, this value is smaller
than the experimental result, 2.7 eV [22]. It is well known
that the DFT-GGA does not accurately describe the band gap
energy, which is mainly due to the well-known shortcoming
of DFT in describing excited states. However, despite the
underestimation of the band gap energy, the variation of bad
gaps under pressure is often reproduced reasonably well within
the DFT-GGA. With the application of pressure, the band gap
energy increases sublinearly, which is in good agreement with
experiment [23]. Under pressure, the valence and conduction
states near the band gap gradually shift to higher energies
but the shift of the conduction states is larger than that of
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the valence states, yielding such an increase in the band gap.
The linear and quadratic pressure coefficients are predicted to
be 64 meV GPa−1 and −0.9 meV GPa−1, respectively. Our
calculated linear pressure coefficient is in excellent agreement
with the experimental value of 60–75.7 meV GPa−1 [23–25]
and the theoretical result of 63 meV GPa−1 [26]. We also study
the variation of the band gap energy as a function of volume
to calculate the deformation potential (D = �Egap/�V/V0,
where �V = V − V0 and V0 is the equilibrium volume at
zero pressure). The slope of the best fitting straight line in
figure 8 gives an average deformation potential, −5.81 eV. This
value also agrees well with the experimental values of −4.8
and −5.40 eV [23, 27] and the theoretical results of −2.69
to −5.82 eV [28–31]. For the nonhydrostatic cases, we again
find that the band gap energy increases. The change in the
band gap energies is slightly less than that of the hydrostatic
pressure. The linear pressure coefficient is calculated to be
about 60 m eV GPa−1 and 59 m eV GPa−1 for Case I and
Case II, respectively. The deformation potential is about
−5.42 meV for Case I and −4.55 meV for Case II. These
results demonstrate that the degree of hydrostatic compression
has a small effect on the electronic structure of ZnSe.

7. Conclusions

A constant pressure ab initio technique within a GGA
is carried out to study the structural phase transitions of
ZnSe under hydrostatic and nonhydrostatic compressions.
A first-order phase transition from the ZB structure to a
RS structure is successfully observed in simulations under
these loading conditions. The phase transformations under
hydrostatic and nonhydrostatic pressures are associated with
the monoclinic modification of the simulation cell and occur

in two stages: accompanied by an initial tetragonal distortion
and a subsequent shearing, similar to what has been found
in other ZB-type materials. From the enthalpy calculations,
the ZB to RS phase transition is predicted to occur about
10.8 GPa, in agreement with experiments. Furthermore we
observe that the band gap energies increase with the application
of hydrostatic and nonhydrostatic pressures. The computed
pressure coefficients and deformation potential of the band gap
are in good agreement with experiments. Several important
conclusions can be stated from the present simulation results
for the defect free (perfect) ZnSe structure. First, ZnSe
transforms into a RS state with the application of hydrostatic
nonhydrostatic pressure. Second, the anomalies reported in
experiments [3, 4] might not be associated with a hydrostatic
effect. Third, the ZB to RS transformation mechanism does not
depend on the degree of hydrostatic pressure. Fourth, the effect
of stress deviations on the band gap energy is very small. We
however do not know the role of crystal defects on structural
phase transformations and their transformation mechanism(s)
and the correlations between defects and the stress deviations.
Therefore, further studies are definitely needed to reveal the
origin of anomalies seen experiments.
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